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We want to send a huge
shout out to Mr. Veinott our
wonderful custodian here
at Phelps. In October we
celebrated National
Custodian Day and both
sta and students took
time to appreciate all his
e orts! Keep smiling Mr.
Veinott!
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Day 4
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Day 5

Day 2

Day 1
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Terry Fox
Celebrations

World Teacher’s Day

Day 3
Day 4
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Canadian Library Worker’s
Day

Day 5

No school

17

18

Day 1
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Day 2
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Day 3
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National School
Bus Safety Week

Day 5

Day 4
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25

Day 1
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Halloween
Classroom
Activities
Day 4
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Halloween Dance
(in classrooms)
and Costumes
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28

DRESS PURPLE DAY
Day 5

Day 3

Day 2

Day 1
Day 2

*Cycle days are
indicated

22
Wacky Mask Day

Day 3

PHELPS
Terry Fox Day September 29th
What a tremendous fundraising campaign this year! We sure tried
like Terry! Cash and online donations have brought our total to
over $2000. Thank you for your support in this worthwhile cause.

PHELPS
Orange Shirt Day
Orange Shirt Day was recognized at Phelps Central PS on September 30th. Students
gathered virtually in their classrooms to share the significance and importance of this day.
Students then gathered outside and took part in a smudge. We wear orange to honour the
victims and survivors of residential schools. We wear orange to bring awareness of the
impact of residential schools. We wear orange as a symbol of unity and our journey towards
reconciliation.

Gr. 1/2/3 Happenings
This past month the Grade 1/2/3’s have been learning about
the importance of honouring the Indigenous children who were
sent away to residential schools in Canada. We had
thoughtful conversations in age-appropriate ways that talk
about why this day is so important.
The students learned that the “orange shirt” in Orange Shirt
Day refers to the new shirt that Phyllis Webstad was given to
her by her grandmother for her first day of school at St.
Joseph’s Mission residential school in British Columbia. When
Phyllis got to school, they took away her clothes, including her
new shirt. It was never returned. To Phyllis, the colour orange
has always reminded her of her experiences at residential
school and, as she has said, “how my feelings didn’t matter,
how no one cared and I felt like I was worth nothing. All of us
little children were crying and no one cared.”
Taking this into consideration, as a class we focused on two
important topics including: “I matter because... and I can show
others I matter by...”. I was very proud of the student’s
thoughtful conversations and hard work that they have put
into their learning. Ms. Norman-Z.
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Gr. 5-6 Happenings
Students in grade 5/6 are learning to
respond to math word problems! This
question had multiple possibilities!
Some students found more than one
but every student, with the help of a
partner, found at least one! I am so
proud of them!
Mrs. Synnott
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JK/SK Happenings
We have been learning about leaves and the
changing seasons. We started off reading a story
about Fall, and our students had some great
questions. What colours are the leaves? How do
leaves change colours? What do we see in fall?
We then went to investigate some of our changing
trees on the school yard and looked at some
pictures of trees in the fall. We gathered leaves and
sorted them as a class. Graphing them helped us to
see how many of each colour we had.
We then watched a video on why and how leaves
change colours. Our leaf experiment showed us that
when we put the leaves in a jar of
liquid, different colours show up on the paper
towel. We learned that some leaves have different
pigments hiding under the green!
Our students loved drawing and writing about
different things they noticed in our fall read alouds!
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JK/SK Happenings
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Phelps Central Public School Outdoor Classrooms Created
We have received our outdoor classroom spaces just in time to enjoy more outdoor time with
the autumn leaves falling! Grade ⅞ teacher, Ali Steer, has organized led a team of volunteers
and building supply donors, who helped create two outdoor learning space where Phelps
students can have time without masks while social distancing, connect and be in nature while
learning! All classes have been outside using the spaces in the preliminary stages of the
classrooms.
This week, the finishing touches were put on the spaces when Richard (Pete) Renaud from R.J.
Construction installed two four-season whiteboard structures. All supplies required for these
structures were donated to the school by Paul Gagne from Carry All Home Building North
Bay. Jonathan Crockford at Eagle Tree and Landscaping Services generously donated the mulch
flooring and log seating for both Primary and Junior/Intermediate classrooms (which have slightly
different designs). “This project’s completion is an exciting addition to our school and will set the
tone for the importance of nature in the mental health and well-being of our students, inspiring
learning through nature, and getting our students outside more.” - Ali Steer

Work
from
around
the
school
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We want to take this time to

interested in volunteering,

acknowledge our incredible

please contact the school.

team of volunteers who run
our Breakfast Program on a
daily basis. They truly go
above and beyond as they
wrap around the needs of
every child in the school. It
truly does take a
monumental level of
commitment and for this we
just want to say thank you so
much for taking time out of
your days to help make
Phelps Central the best
place it can be! If you are

Parent Involvement Committee
(SAC)

fi

We will hold our first Parent Council
meeting this year and we are looking
for more members. You can join online
or by phone. We hope to see you
there!

We also want to extend a
very big thank you to Steve
Lariviere, a local
businessman from Lee Kerr
Enterprise, for his generous
donation of $2,000 which
will provide funding for such
things as activities, events,
equipment, transportation
etc., for our students. We
are so appreciative of this
money as it will help offset
costs signi cantly.

